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F/Stops

The Modern aperture, located inside the lens, is a mechanism consisting of thin metal leaves overlapping in 
concentric order to form what is known as the diaphragm.  Turning the lens control one way rotates the leaves 
towards the circumference of the circle and increases the size of the aperture; turning the opposite way rotates 
the leaves towards the center and closes the aperture down.  The size of the aperture controls the amount of light 
passing through the lens to the film in the camera.  F/stops identify aperture sizes in a standard scale of measure.  
These marked on the ring of the lens control, and the illustration related stops F/2.8 through F/22 to actual open-
ings in the diaphragm.  From largest to smallest aperture, each opening is half the size of the preceding one; 
conversely, from smallest to largest, each opening is twice the size of the immediately preceding one.

More light let into camera. Less light let into camera.
F/1.4     F/2     F/2.8     F/4     F/5.6     F/8     F/11     F/16     F/22     F/32

Stopping Down.  
The camera’s aperture at F/4 is 4 
times the size of the aperture at F/8.
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BASIC CAMERA FUNCTIONS.

1. All camera’s use a combination of APERTURE also called the F/STOP to control 
 the amount of light that enters the camera, as well as using the SHUTTER SPEED 
 to control the amount of time that light entering the camera strikes the film.  The 
 F/STOP also controls the depth of field in a Photograph.  This is the amount of 
 foreground and background that will be in focus around your main subject 
 matter. 

2. Types of lenses:
 Wide Angel Lens, greater field of vision than the human eye. Example 24mm
 Normal Lens, mimics the field of vision than the human eye. Example 50mm
 Telephoto Lens, narrow field of vision than the human eye. Example 180mm
 Zoom Lens, combination above lenses. Example 35-100mm

3. General metering & film Speeds.
 The 18% grey card averages a scene and the meter sees 18%.
 Set the ISO of the on the camera.

LESS LIGHT         MORE LIGHT
LESS EXPOSURE        MORE EXPOSURE

 F/45     F/32     F/22    F/16    F/11      F/8      F/5.6      F/4        F/2.8        F/2      F/1.4
            \        /
           ONE STOP

1 SEC.     1/2”     1/4”    1/8”    1/15”     1/30”    1/60”   1/125”   1/250”    1/500”  1/1000”
           \        / 
MORE TIME                ONE STOP      LESS TIME
MORE EXPOSURE                 LESS EXPOSURE




